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Theoretical Interpretation of Small-Scale Filaments of 

Light Originating from Movir.g Focal Spots 

* Y. R. Shen and Michael M. T. Loy 

Department of Physics, University of California 
and 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT .> 

A simple theory is given to explain the many differ-ent 

features of small-s'cale filaments under various experimental 

conditions. It is shown that the observed filaments are the 

consequences of moving foci. Under appropriate conditions, a 

focal spot can l!J.ove in the forward direction with a speed faster 

than light • As a result, the light pulse emitted from the 

filament at the end of the nonlinear medium has a much shorter 

durat·ion than the input. pulse, and shows a characteri~tic 

spectral broadening.· Because of its high intensity, a moving 

focal spot also leaves behind. it a temporary track of field-

induced refractive index. Light.trailing after the focal 
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spot ca~ then be partially trapped in the track. Trapping 

.. over· ap)reciable distance is possible if the velocity- of the 

torward~oving focal spot is not much higher than the light 

velocity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
. .. .. I 

The existence of small-scale filaments in self-focused light has 

2 aroused a great deal of interest among research workers. It was observed 

that under different experimental conditions, the results obtained on 

these filaments were often different. With a single-mode Q-switched 

laser pulse, the filaments. were shown to be simply tracks of moving 

focal spots,3,...5· in support of the model of Lugov6i and Prohorov. 6 On 

the other harid, the results obtained with a multimodelaser1 or a mOde

locked l8s~r5confirmediheexistence of trapped filam~nts suggested by 
.. ... 8 

Chiao et &1. Inth!s paper, we propose to explain the various experi-

~ent81 observations on small-scale filaments by extending the model of 

moving focal spots. We suggest that., since a moving focal spot induces 

So temporary track of' higher refractive index, the self-focused light can 

be partially- trapped in the track. Under appropriate conditions, trapping ... 
. . 

'·can last over an a.ppreciable distance in the mediUm. We can then picture 
, .. , .... 

atrapped·f1lament as a°;teaky waveguide, along which energy is continuous:.. 

lT fed. in through self-focusing and leaked out through diffraction.·· We 

show, from the model, that ve can now explain satisfactorily the observed 

characteristic spectral broadening of light emitted from the filament. 9 

In the follOwing sections, the theoretical model is first developed on 

a semi-qu~titative basis, and then results under various experimental 

conditions are discussed~ 

II. THEORY 

Let us first present a qualitative picture of our theory. If an 

intense focal spot moves in a noniihear medium, it should leave behind 

it a track of field~induced refractive· index, 60, which last~ at least 
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over a period of the order of the relaxation time T for the refractive 

iridex, change. We can therefore picture that there is a leaky optical 

waveguide of finite length moving along with the focal spot. Part of 

the self-focus'ed light then gets trapped temporarily in this 'Waveguide.' 

If the focal spot is moving in the forward direction with a velocity 

. close to the velocity of light, then the trapped light can rerr.ain trapped 

over a long distance until it runs out of steps with the moving wavegUide. 

As a resUlt of the induced 6.n, the self-focused light traversing the 
. . . 

m.edium acquires an increment of pha~e·~<P. Since the focal spot moves 

with time, M> appears as a function' of time t. A rapid phase :nodulation 

I. ) ,.' ,10 
. llcfl~t . woUld then lead 'to a broadened spectrum. This would happen if, 

towards the end of the nonlinear mediwn, the focal spot moved with a 

velo.city close to the light velocity. 

Deta.ils of the' self-focusing dynamics" can only be obtained by 
. . 

solving simultaneously the wave equation for the fields and the equation 

Of motion for ~n. However, so far as. the position of the focal spot is 

concerned (,we assume P > 'p ,so that only one focal spot trajectory .- cr 
, ,'6) . 11 

would appear ,the large-scale self.-focusing theory has been proved 

12 ' . 
to be successful, and for an input pulse much longer than the relaxa-

tion time T, the stationary theory of self-focusing is valid.13 ' Even 

·if the input pulse is short compared with T, the modi fi catiori will only 

affect our discussion quantitatively but not qualitatively. In the 

stationary theory, self-focusing of an input pulse yields a focal spot 

t If f . di t hi h ' 'th t' 11 ..... .&.a .se ~ ocus~ngs ance .Zt w c var~es w~ ~me. 

, 
". 

• 

i 
I 
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with t' =t ":'z fet } / c I ~ where K is a parameter roughl~ - proporti onal to 

the sqUare of the beam diameter, Pis the input lase)' power, P is the 
cr 

. .. 8 
critical power for self .... trapping, and c I is· the ligl.t velocity in the· 

medium. IfK, P. , and pet) are known, the focal-spct motion, zf vs t, cr 

can be obtained readily fromEq. (1).3,14 An examplE is shown in Fig. 1 

for a l-nsec input pulse (see the figure caption). 'Ihe corresponding 

focal-spot velocity v is sho'W'Il in Fig. 2 as functions of zf and t respec:'" 

tively. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is seen that if the variation of p(t) 

with t is sufficientiy fast,then the focal spot will indeed move with 

)~ velocity-close to the light velocity c'. This situation is most easily 

realized from short input pu.1ses. 

-+. 2 .-+' 
As to the variations of IE (r ,t ) I and lln (r, t) in the focal region, 

one must solve for the detailed self-focusing dynamics. In particular, 

even though· the stationary theory of large-scale self-focusing predicts 

theppsition of the focal spot fairly ~ell for, a long input pulse, it 

would not describe cqrrectly IE(;,t)1 2 in the small-scale focal region 

since here, An is not likely to respond instantaneously to the variation 
-+ . 2 . 

of IE(r,t) I as a result of the focal-spot motion. The transient re~ponse 

ofl::.n, together with diffraction and various. types of losses, would 

mEi.ke·self-focusingof the beam more gradual in the focal region, and 

eventually overcome by diffraction. 15 However, for our quaJ.itative 

discussion later, an exact solution of IE(;,t)1 2 will not be necessary. 

Let us consider fat-the moment self-focusing of the leading part of the 

pulse,-and consider only IE(z,t)1 2 around the focusing axis. We simply 
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. 2 
a:isume that as a beam self-focuses, I ELz, t} I increas ~s linearly in the 

pre-foc~l region over a distance a, remains constant.over the longi-: 

tudinal dimension 2b of th~ focal spot, and then as a result of partial 

trapping or nonlinear diffraction, decreases !510wly a ld exponentially 

'to zero. Then, at a fixedz, if we neglect tile small curvature of the 

U curve around z in Fig. 1, we would have 

with 

AI t- (t -T -T) ] z 1 2 

... 2 ... 
A = 16 plcd T

l
· 

~Tl = ~(v-c' )/vc' 

T = blv-c I )/vc' 
2 

:~or t - (1' +T ) <: t < t -T
2 . z 12 z 

:~or. t > t
z 

+T
2 

., 

where t
z 

is the time when the focal spot ap'pear~ at z, P is the input 

laser power at (t -z/c'), d is the diameter of the focal spot, and v 
z 

is the velocity of the focal spot at z. As one would expect, the param-

etersa, b, and d should generally depend on pet), the diameter, and 

the spatial distribution of the input beam, and on the properties of 

the medium. 

We should emphasize that Eq. (2 lis only meant to be a crude approxi- . 

mation of the true pulse. However, our qualitative discussion below 

will not be affected by the detailed pulse shape as we shall see. There 

iL 

'". 
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is some arbitrariness. in choosing the values for Tl and T2 (or a and b), 16 

but in ordinary liquids (T
l 

+ T2 ) must be of the order of the relaxation 

time T (- a few psec.fororientationalrelaxation) for!m. It cannot 
_.. .. 1 17 

be much smaller since, from experimental observations, 'we know that 

the maximum !met) at z on the axis is not much less than !J.n (z) = 
o 

2 
(1/2) n2IE(z,t)lmax' The value of (Tl + T2 ) cannot be much larger either 

since, if (T
1 

+. T2 ) >T, we would expect the stationary self-focusing . 

theory to be valid even in the focal region, but we know that when the 

stationary self-focusing theory holds the focal spots would be sharp 

with (T
l 

+ T
2

). < T, 11,13 contradictory to the original assumption. Also, 

we noticed in our experiments3 ,5 that the focal spots are usually well 

defined, suggesting that (Tl + T2 ) cannot be much larger than T. There 

is also arbitrariness in choosiriga value for T' in Eq. (2). A larger 

T' corresp~nds to trapping of light over a longer duration. Self-trapping 

of light (i.e., trapping of light by its. own instantaneous power in a non-
. .... 8 ..... . 

linearmeditim) occurs as T' becomes infinite. 

We now assume that .!m obeys the simple relaxation equation 

...... --........ 

wheren2 is the nonlinear refractive index. With /Elz,t)1 2 given by 

Eq. (2), we can then solve for !m( z ,t) around the focusing axis. Let 

us again refer back to Fig. 1. Consider the laser light entering the 

medium at tA and propagating in the medium along AA' in Fig. 1. Beca~se 

of the induced !m, the part of the self-focused light which trails the 

moving focal spot along the axis acquires a phase increment l~CP at z = R. 



'",.' " 

-8.0.;. 

,given by' 

(4 ) 

From the ,; Fouriei- t~a.nsfo;m of p;12ex:pt-iwt+i~L'<I>], vhf ·re P f = (d
2

C/16)/ E( .t)~ tl 2 
, 

we can6btain thepow'erspectrUm of the light pulse omitted from the small-

. scale fii.ament at'the end of the :inedium. 
" ".," 

As an' example, we consider the case of pl'opagating the I-nsec laser 

pulse or Fig. 1: into a CS
2 

cell 22.5 cm: long. We assUme Ti ~ 1.5T 

(8. = 0.50cm.), T2 = 0.15T (b ,= 0.05cm~), d :'5 j..I1li.,n
2 

= 10-11 eslJ , 

T = 2 x 10-12 sec.; and T '= '; 3 x 10-12 sec. In Figs . 3a and 3b, we have 

plotted Pf(t), and ~<I>(t) as functions oft, and 'in Fig. 3c, the corres

pondingpower spectrUm. It is seen that the output filament pulse is 

about 4 psec. long, and its ~ower spectrum has the characteristic 

spectral b~o~dening and semi";'periodic structure obs'erved in experi~ents. 7 ,9 

Thea.symmetry'oi:th~'<I>(t) curve is redectedby the Stokes- anti-Stokes 

asymmetry in the s~ectrwh. 9,10' SUCh,' a spectral broadening was earlier 

explained by assuming the existence of a self;..trapped filame'nt with a 

certain definite length. 9 ,10. It is interesting to note that in order 

to explain the observed, spectral broadening in CS2 using the 

self-trapping ,model, Gustafson et al. lO had. to assum-; a filament pulse 

with a pulsewidth of a few psec. ,'which is about equal, to the filament 
. ' 

'pulsewidth we obtained, from our calculation. TO,see ,the effect of 

partial trapping .on spectral broadening, we show in, Figs. 4 and 5,the 

broadened spectra corresponding to ,:r' = 3T and T' = 5T respectively, 

with all the other parameters kept unchanged. We also show in Fig ~ 6 . 

' ... 

• 
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the spectrum fcr the special case where we assume nc trapping at all. 

{'The correspcnding filament pulse has the expcnential decay- replaced by 

AfT -(t -t -T']). It is-seen that trapping affects .only the deta, iled 
1 ,Z 2 

structl.lrecf the brcadened spectrum~ but it dces nct change appreciably-
/)' ," 

the extent .of spectral brcadening .on the Stckes side. In particular, 

with ne trapping (Fig. 6), the semi-pericdic structure in the brcadened 

spectrl,llll is largely- smeared cut.' On the anti-Stckes side, hcwever, there 

ismcre brcadening if the trapping duraticn is lcnger. We have alsc 

, tried ethe:r values of Tl andT
2

• Qualitatively, the phase mcdulaticn is 

strenger fcr larger values .of Tl and T2 and, hence, the spectrum shcws 

mcre broadening. 

In facts the extent .of spectral brcadening .on the Stckes side is 

given apprcximately by f:.w ::::s -(all.4>/at) , when the inverse .of the max ,max 
- '" 

duration .of the filament pulse is small ccmpared with ll.w max Te find 

(a~4>/at) at Z ,= i, ,we can apprcximate the upper branch .of the U curve 
max 

in Fig. 1 by 13. straight'line in the range .of interest. Then, the light 

pl cpagating alcng AA I in Fig. 1 reaches Z = i at the time t = t.e, + 

J1-z A) ulc ' -l/,v) wheret.e, is the time when the center .of the fccal 

spct appears at z = i. Frem Eq. (4) we new have 

(3ll.4>13t)z=.e, 

where the integraticn is alcng the path AA'. Since the input laser 
. 

pewer is essentially censtant fer the small duraticnef the filament 

pulse,' fulis essentially independent .of zA. We then have 

(5) 
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llwmax ~ -[ (CM¢/at ),z=tJmax. 

=(J./ c_l/v}.,.l (~/c 1 (L\nm~) z=R. . (6 ) 

In :.:e:q. (6)~ ~C&i" )' >: is the onlY- quantity which. depends on the detailed 
" ',max z=R. 

self~focusing dynamics ,btlt.a.s 'we me~tionede'arlier', (imm~ )z=R. should 
, .' '. , .... 2 

nOt be much less than ~o= ·(J./2)n2IE(R.,t)lmax whic'h can be estimated· 

frommeasurements. l ,17 
, " 

Spectra.l broadening should become more appreciable 

. 'When~ towards the' endofthemedltini, 'the velocity v of the focil spot 

approaches the light velocity cr. 
. -3 

For L\n - 10 ,v =1.01 cr, we max 

would' have U,w /w) - 0.1. The above approximation breaks down if . max 

the curvature of the Ucurve becomes important in calcula.ting dLi¢/at. 

This'happens only when the input laser pulse has a pulsewidth comparable 

with T. Note that in 'our case ~ as a result of fo~al-spotmov,~men.t, 
. :'I,,\~. 

spectral broadening arises' because t'he length of the optical path in 

which6n',oFbvarie~ with time. In the earlier c~icu:iations, 9 ,io the 

optical path with lln oF 0 'was assUIIied to have. a constaht length,. and it 

isthro~h the explicit dependence of 6non time that spectral broadening 

comes in. 

.III. DISCUSSION 

:-Fromthe model discussed here,' we expect to find small-scale 

filaments of different characteristics under different experimental 
..' -

. conditions.' This explains the' many different results ~eported in the 

1 i terat ure on the su~j ect. . F,ig. 1 sugge.sts that, in general, we should 

'expect ,to see'three.different tytles.ofSmall-scale .filanients depending 

on the input conditions. 

J, 

I 

• 

• 
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(1) If the length of the medium R. (relative to the input laser pulse) 

is small such that zB < R. < zD in Fig. 1, then the filament is composed of a 

moving focal spot which moves from the end of the· medium inward to zB and then 

moves out again, assuming that self-focusing. is not affected by stimulated 

scattering. Little trapping would exist and essentially no spectral broadening 

of light emitted from ·the srilall:-'scale filament should be observed. Near zJ3' 

the velocity of the movi:ng focal spot is small. Consequently, if R. ~ ~B' the 

,.filamentpulse emitted at the exit end becomes correspondingly longer . These 

predictions agree well with the experimental resUlts obtained by a single-mode, 

Q-switched laser cat, a power level slightly above the self-focusing threshold in 

. 3 
the medium. 

(2) If R. > zD,but not excessively. large , the focal spot ·first appears, at 

zD an;l subsequently splits into two, one moving forward and the other first 

moving backward to zB and then moving out again (see Fig. 1). In this case, 

since the forward-moving focal spot has a velocity much·faster than c l
, light 

. . 
cannot be trapped over any appreciable distance. The spectrum of the filament 

pulse emitted at the exit end, would have no appreciable broadening. The 

spectral width does, however, increase somewhat with the length of the medium. 

Again, these predictions were confirmed by the experimental results obtained 

from a single-:mode, Q-swi tched. laser ,5 . 

If R. » Z , so that the velocity of the moving focal spot approaches 
c . 

c' towards the end of the medium, then . part of the self-focused light trailing 

after the focal spot can be trapped over a long distance. The' filament pulse 
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emitted from the medium would probablY- have a durat'ion of the order of T. 

Its spectrum'should nOli ha.ve'appreciable broadeningwhich'incr~ases as 

the length:, 1 .increas~~ •7 In usual experiments, with a reasonable length 

1, this situa.tion is most easily realized by a short input laser pulse. 

We notice that'filaments with ~arge spectral broaderiing were observed 

, '5 18"':20 
only when a. mode-locked laser ' or a mult imo de , Q-switched laser7 ,9 

was used. 

So far, we have considered only self-focusing of the leading part 

of the input pulse. For the trailing part, it is clear from Fig. I 

that the light diffract.ed from. the focal region will not be trapped 

since the moving focal spot which initiates the optical waveguide is 

laggingbehind'the light. It is also possible that the trailing part 

never self:':"focuses since the~backwardstimulated Raman and Brillouin 

scattering effectively terminates self-focusing by depleting the incoming 
.-.. ,: 

laser power. This is the case when the input pulse is sufficiently 

1 ' 2 ,21 Wh th . t ul i h t" « I )" t . I t' '~ng. , 'en e l.npu p se s s 'or _ nsec. s l.mu a ed 

Brillouin scattering is largely suppressed, but stimulated Raman scatter-

ing is not. For the upper branch of the U curve in Fig. 1, stimulated 

sc~ttering should have little effect on self-focusing. The backward 

stimulated radiation originated from the focal region cannot interact 

withtheincolning lightbefor.e focusing and,' therefore, cannot prevent 

theforI!la.tion of the filament. Forward Raman radiation of high intensity 

isal.so generated in the focal. region. Whenever the laser light is 

partially trapped over along distance, part or the Raman radiation also 

gets trapped, and the corresponding Raman spectrum of the filament 

• 
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pulse should have a. broadening with the characteristic semi-periodic 

structure. 

Although our discussion above has been limited to input pulses 

with, dura.tion much longer than the relaxation time [,the qualitative 

aspects of the theory should hold even for the case of ultrashort 

pulses. We realize that if the input pulsewidth is comparable with T, 

then the transient response of the medium should aft'ect even the self-

focusing distance. For the upper branch of the U-curve in Fig. 1, the 

beam with an input power P should now self-focus at a distance larger 
, , 

than the value given by Eq. (1), but the curve shou=-d still retain its 

quali:t;ative feature. Also, because of transience, tLe dimension of 

the focal spot would be larger. The transient effect on the lower 

branch of theU curve may be even ,more drastic, since self-focusing 

of the lagging part of the iliput pulse may now be affected by self~ 
'., . , " 22 
focuSing of the' le!:.ding part. From our theory, we can make the 

'. ..' . . 

following qualitative predictions for the case of ultrashort pulses. 

The duration of the outP1,J.t filament pulse should still be of the order 

of T. Spectral broadening with semi-periodic structure should be greatly 

enhanced, with Stokes and anti-Stokes broadening equally pronounced. 

rn :Chis case, li.ght may also be trapped over a much longer distance • 

. These predictions can explain qualitatively the recent experimental 

results obtained with picosecond mode-locked plilses.18 ,19 Spectral 

broadening due to self-focusing of picosecond pulses in rare-gas liquids 

and-solids has alsobeeil observed.20 Distortion of local electronic 

clouds is supposed to be responsible for the optical nonlinearity20and 

the correspondirig relaxation time T is of the order of 10-15 sec. Here 
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again, although the detailed self-focus.ing dyrianiics is unknown, we 

can see from our model that the output filament pulse should have a 

duration much shorter than a picosecond. Then, the duration of the 

filament pulse alone can probably eXplain the obseryed spectral broadening. U 

It is seen that our theoretical analysis can indeed explain 

qua.litatively the many- different features of small-scale filaments 

observed under various eXperimental conditions. For more quantitative 

. Ilis cuss ion , We must . extend the calculation of dynamicself-focusing13 to 

and beyond the slllal1.-:sca,le focal region. .The results should also yield .--... ----...... ~- .. -------- -- . 

·the diameter of the focal spot .and hence the dimension of the small

Bcale filament.' 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

'. Fig. 1. The lower trace describes the input power P (t) as atunction of 

time t. The peak power is 42.5 Kwatts and the half width at the 

e-1point is 1 nsec. 'nle upper. trace, calculated from Eq. (1), 

describes the position of the focal spot asa function of time. 

. " 1/2 
The values of P

cr 
and K used are 8 Kwatts and 11.6 cm-{KW} 

respecti vely, which correspond roughly to an input beam of 400 \l 

in diameter prop~ating in CS
2

• The dotted lines, with the slope 

equal to the light·velocity in CS
2

, indicate how the light propa

gates along the z-axis at various times. 

Fig .. 2. .. Velocity of the focal spot for the case des cri bed in Fig. 1. 

(a)·as a function of time t, and 

(b) as a function of distance z. 

Fig. 3., ,(a) Normalized power P f of the filament pulse vs time; 

(P f max =11. 2 KW); 

(b ) Field-induced. phase chang~ M); (f1<1> max = 129. 3 r&d.); 

(c) Power spectrum of the filament pulse obtained from the 

FOurier tranS':f'ormof p~/2exp(if1<1». 

The curves are obtained from Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) using the 

-11 .,. __ 2xl.O-12 parameters a = 0.50 cm., b = 0.05 em., n2 =10 eSll, L 

-12 sec., and T' = 3 x 10 sec. for a cell length of 1, = 22.5 em. 

The velocity of the focal spot at z = 1, is 1.124 c'. 
I 

Fig. 4. Curves describing P t vs t, f1<1> vs t ,and the power spectrum of 

.thefilament pulse Obtained with all parameters in Fig. 3 kept , 

unchanged except 'r" .. == 6 xlO-:12 sec. 

". 
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Fig. 5. Curves describingP
t 

vs t, llcp·vs t, and the power spectrum 

01' thetilament pulse obtained with all parameters in Fig. 3 

-11 kept unchanged except -r' =10 - sec. 

Fig. 6. Curves describing P
t 

vs t, llcp vs t, and the power spectruin. of-
." . ",." 

. the tilament pulseobtainedrlth -all parameters in Fig.' 3 kept 

unchanged except that the decay of Pf(t) is linear and symmetric 

to the linear rise of Pt. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------_ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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